Return to Work Guide
POST COVID-19 LOCKDOWN ADVICE FOR IT

It’s time you start thinking about how you can all return to work
All businesses globally have been impacted
by the Coronavirus pandemic. We as an IT
community experienced an unprecedented
move to remote working from home.
As we head towards the eventuality that
lockdown begins to relax and we start to return

to the office we face a new set of challenges.
The government will not want us to all return to
public transport or the workplace together.
We will be encouraged to gradually ramp up
numbers of people and maintain a level of social
distancing.
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INTRODUCTION

We also must consider that this enforced home working culture may have introduced us to new
working practices that we will choose to keep after lockdown is over.
•
•
•
•

How do you, as an IT team prepare for and manage the return to the office for your users?
How do you manage a gradual return, where you must support users both in the office and
working from home?
How do you implement systems and policies to accommodate those new working practices?
How do you manage all this while keeping control of budget?

The Engineering and Project Management teams at Infiniti Group Technology IT have got together to
create this Return to the Workplace playbook to help their clients IT departments manage that
reintegration to the office. It proved so popular that we decided to release it as a free resource to a
wider audience to help support our peers in the IT community!
Infiniti Group Technology IT have spent many years designing and implementing solutions to meet the
needs of business. From startup business through to large global corporations.
We support the IT teams of leading enterprises across the UK and Europe by bolting-on agile
managed technology services that meet their specific needs.

TICK YOUR WAY BACK INTO THE OFFICE

...WITH OUR RETURN TO
OFFICE CHECKLISTS
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PREPARE FOR THE RETURN TO OFFICE
Task - Check all the infrastructure and Network is operational
It is key to ensure that systems are in a fully operational state ready for the return of the users. The
transition to working from home was frantic with a lot of system changes and patches to get systems
working. Its important to reverse relaxed security measures and get services and policies back to
normal to minimise disruption.
Checklist - Infrastructure

Turn on systems shutdown during
lock down period

Plan scale back of remote access
solution

Functional test of all
services and servers

Checking for hardware failures such
as hard disks, fans, power supplies

Restore policies for Telephony, E-mail
and Data access to normal

Professional Services

Security assessment and
re-hardening of relaxed systems

Consultancy, Engineering & Change
Management
We partner with you to achieve your IT project
& digital transformation objectives. Drive profit,
productivity and modernise your workforce
with the right-level of professional support from
our team of consultants.
Find out more > www.infinitigrouptech.com or email info@infinitigrouptech.com

Backup Infrastructure
reversed to normal pattern
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NETWORK CHECKLIST
Switches in an
operational state

Test service connections
through firewall

Network Speed test internally
and externally

Remove any VPN’s not
required anymore

Wifi controllers are able to access
all access points

Network Management & Monitoring
Access points are broadcasting
all required networks

Manage your network
With the latest technology, we can help
manage your network and get you the data
you need without the costs and scalability
issues of DPI and simplify your operations.
Find out more > www.infinitigrouptech.com or email info@infinitigrouptech.com
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OPERATIONAL WORKSTATIONS
Task - Check all the user workstations are operational
Workstations will have been sat mostly dormant since users went to work at home. Some users may
have taken screens or peripherals home to use as part of their home setup.

Checklist - Power, connected and working

Monitor

Mouse
Does the PC have
network connectivity?

Keyboard
Does the PC boot to OS?

On-Site Support
Global Desk-Side & Infrastructure Support
Infiniti Group Technology can provide fully
managed on-site engineers to complete
these checks and more for your business.
Extend the reach of your organisation, with
minimal fuss & expense. miles from your base.
Find out more > www.infinitigrouptech.com or email info@infinitigrouptech.com

Desk phone
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OS & SOFTWARE CHECKLIST
Windows updates applied

Anti-Virus running and
up to date

Does the user profile logon ok?

OneDrive (or other cloud storage) synced
(See User Data section)

Outlook OST files downloaded

Skills-As-A-Service
On Demand Technical Expertise
Installation of any new software

The technical team at Infiniti Group Technology
boasts considerable breadth & depth of
experience, along with an array of
competencies and accreditation’s from the
industry’s leading vendors & brands. Infiniti
Group Technology can provide fully managed on
site engineers to complete these checks and
more for you.
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PHYSICAL SETUP CHECKLIST
Relocating desks for Social distancing
(See Social distancing in an office environment)

Setting up docking stations on desks for
users that now have a laptop

Setting up Webcams for
users who require them

Printers switched on and
working, queues mapped?

IT Procurement & Asset
Disposal
Global Supply Function
Let us take the pain, time and cost out of
sourcing any IT hardware or software demand,
alongside environmentally-compliant end-oflife IT asset disposal for any infrastructure you
may be refreshing.

Is equipment cleaned
and disinfected?
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MEETING ROOMS CHECKLIST
Is Video conferencing equipment
powered and connected?

Are you able to make a
test video call?

Is the presentation PC operational?

Has meeting room equipment
been cleaned/disinfected?

Test video and audio cables are
connected and working

Microsoft Teams
Modernise your workforce
Infiniti Group Technology have been working with
clients to develop sophisticated Microsoft
Teams policies and manage rollout and Teams
training to users. We help to ensure your
business is maximising productivity using the
latest and greatest technology.
Find out more > www.infinitigrouptech.com or email info@infinitigrouptech.com
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SOCIAL DISTANCING IN AN OFFICE ENVIRONMENT
It is likely that Social distancing measures will need to be continued when we return to the workplace. Some recommendations for allowing this in the workplace are as follows:
•

Office work should be organised to ensure social distancing to keep separation of employees
between 1 to 2 meters (3 to 6 feet) as a minimum.

•

Implement staggered shift patterns and where possible avoid face-to-face desk layouts.

•

Dividers should be used when people are working in 1 meter (3 feet) of one another.

•

Meeting rooms should be organised to hold no more than 10 chairs with the appropriate spacing
and 10 employees at a time. Sitting or standing positions should not exceed the minimum distance
required.

•

Communicate similar messages and arrange meetings over two or three sessions when possible to
help reduce the number of people together at any given point in time.

•

Interaction to exchange information or quick meetings on the office floor space should respect the
Social Distancing of 1 to 2 meters. (3 to 6 feet)

•

Self-cleaning of the workspace should be encouraged multiple times during the working day with
special attention given to the most used surfaces such as keyboards, mice, monitors, phones, chair
arm rests, desks, cubicle dividers etc.

KEEP A SAFE DISTANCE

2 METRES (6 FEET)
DISTANCE
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SUPPORT USERS BOTH IN THE OFFICE & AT HOME
Once you have ensured the infrastructure and workstations are ready for the return of the users you
should turn your focus to how you will continue to support them. The size and structure of your
business will probably determine which departments and users will return first.
You may wish to keep the whole IT department working remotely initially to avoid any disruption to
their operations. But if possible, you should try to match the percentage of onsite IT staff with the
percentage of users returning.

Example: Return to workplace schedule for a 200 user company supported by an IT team of 6:
Phase

Department

Users

Phase %

Total %

IT Users

Phase % Total %

1

Sales group 1

50

25%

25%

1

16.67%

16.67%

2

Sales group 2
Marketing group 1

30

15%

40%

2

33.32%

49.99%

3

Sales group 3
Marketing group 2
Engineering group 1

60

30%

70%

1

16.67%

66.66%

4

Engineering group 2

30

15%

85%

1

16.67%

83.33%

5

Engineering group 3

30

15%

100%

1

16.67%

100%

200 users

6 users

Look at the team, who has been the most effective at providing remote support to the users?
Consider keeping those members of the team working remotely to begin with and identify those team
members who will be best suited to providing deskside support in the office.
Remember that you can utilise Infiniti Group Technology's on site engineers to carry out support
operations on your behalf or to provide flexible scaling of your on site IT team.
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SUPPORT USERS BOTH IN THE OFFICE & AT HOME
Who in the business is deciding who comes back to the office and when?
How will they communicate this to the IT department and how much notice will you be given? Ensure
you communicate with them and establish a schedule for when users will return. Ideally agree this for
the whole business, but at the very least confirm intended dates and details for the initial phases.
Gather information on the returning users for each phase. Ideally this will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date of return
Name of user
Department
Office & Desk location
Telephone Extension
Laptop or Desktop user
Any screen or peripherals to be returned
Any data to transfer

How will the business stay informed of which users are in the office and which are working from
home? How can IT help to communicate this information to the business?
Some possible ways:
•
•
•

Online telephone directory
Company Intranet pages
Custom MailTips in Outlook

How does the phone system need to be reconfigured?
Forwards may have been configured to mobile numbers or calls redirected to mobile phone apps.
Ring groups may have been reconfigured or the users voicemail message may have been changed to
a temporary message.
Some things to consider when users return:
•
•
•
•

Have call forwards been switched off for the user?
Have ring groups been set correctly so the right users can take calls?
Does the reception phone or switchboard need to be reconfigured?
Do user voicemail messages need to be set back to the company standard?
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USER DATA

What Data have the users accumulated off the network while they have been working from home?
How will you ingest that data back on to the network?
More importantly how will you ensure that the files are free from any security threats?
1.
2.
3.

Provide users with a secure web-based upload point not connected to the corporate LAN or provide
the facility to connect USB drives to a secure machine
Use Security tools such as Webroot Endpoint Protection to run deep level security scans on the files
Migrate the files into a network location for the users to access on the files

Backup of user data
Remote working has significantly increased the data stored in online storage, systems such as
OneDrive, SharePoint, Teams, Office 365 have seen a sharp increase in usage. Is this data backed up
and easily recoverable?
Users are now working remotely from Laptops and mobile devices. Are these devices secured and
backed up to protect company data?

Cloud Continuity
Get your team back up and running
Get your workforce back up and running quickly with Cloud Continuity. A reliable, all-in-one BCDR
solution provides cloud backup, restoration and virtualisation of the entire PC, this includes files and also
data stored locally. In the event of any occurance, including natural disasters, theft or a cyber attack, you
can easily get your team up and running exactly as they had been before.
Find out more from our datasheet.
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REMOTE OFFICE LOCATIONS
How will you support the return of those users in locations where you do not have local IT presence,
especially where they are in a different time zone?
Travel restrictions may still be in place.
Remember to carry out the preparation checks for both the infrastructure and the user workstations in
those remote locations.
Engage with users ahead of their return to the office and provide them with instructions on how to
upload any files they have.
Infiniti Group Technology local engineers can be deployed to site to:
•
•
•
•

Carry out the preparation checks before users arrive
Relocate equipment, or setup new equipment such as Webcams, docking stations etc.
Provide you with smart hands to assist with reinstating systems
Be on site to provide deskside support to users on their first day back

Global Resources
We partner with global organisations that have international reach, but with this global presence, have
the challenge of a lack of local on-site IT resource.
We work with our clients in-house IT resources, as though we are another member of the team. We can
professionally and effectively represent your core business in your remote office locations.
Whether you have already mapped out your IT project, or require further support and consultancy on the
best route to take – we’re ready.
Find out more > www.infinitigrouptech.com or email info@infinitigrouptech.com
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ACCOMODATE NEWLY ADOPTED WORK PRACTICES
As we have adapted during these unprecedented times to function as normal, we have probably
changed the way we work forever. We have to be ready to facilitate the new working practices of our
users.
Recommendations
•

Undertaking a WiFi assessment to cope with the surge in mobile devices. The assessment should
include, data through put and speed, devise connection limits, proper segregation and a coverage
heat map.

•

Collaboration tools saw a 200 million user increase during the outbreak. We recommend
investigating the impact this software will take on your systems. Benchmark performance and
prioritise network traffic. If you use roaming profiles or VDI you will need to implement a solution
that can manage this.

•

Implementing mobile device management solution that can extend your Active Directory Domain
needs externally. Using Intune, you can manage devices as if they were in the local network, this
includes adding them to the Domain, applying Group Policy and keeping them Complaint.

•

Replacing PC’s for docking stations and installing multiport monitor connectors will allow users
to come and go as they please. Setting up hot desk and hot pods will allow a bigger work force to
utilise a smaller space.

Security Awareness Training

Microsoft Intune

Become aware of the risks in the cyber world

Operating System Management tool

Trusting and working with Webroot we provide
a comprehensive security awareness program
to train employees extensively on the current
and most serious of threats.

Microsoft Intune is a device and operating
system management tool offered via the cloud.
Allows for complete or partial control of your
business’ as well as aspects of your employees’
own devices to ensure that your corporate data
is never compromised.

Find out more > www.infinitigrouptech.com or email info@infinitigrouptech.com

Find out more > www.infinitigrouptech.com or email info@infinitigrouptech.com
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KEEPING CONTROL OF BUDGET
A lot of businesses have been impacted financially by the Coronavirus pandemic. How can we do our
bit as IT professionals to make sure the budget is utilised most effectively?
The cloud
Financial management of cloud infrastructure is essential. Resources can easily bloat and using tools
such as Cloudcheckr will ensure you maximise on your infrastructure budget.
Make sure that any systems that were scaled up for users to work from home are scaled back once
they are no longer required. Such as remote access solutions.
Support and maintenance renewals
Reviewing your contracts and assessing alternatives on a regular basis is good practice anyway, but
never more so than now.
Are you using the most cost-effective technology?
•
•
•

Is your server infrastructure running on VMware or Hyper-V?
Do you have a Citrix or Remote Desktop services environment?
Are your systems configured in the most efficient way and are you on the most efficient licensing
model?

Infrastructure evolves over time and requirements change. It is easy for us to stick with what we know
since “its not broken so why fix it”. While this can be true technology evolves and newer technology
often comes at a more cost effective price point.

CloudCheckr
Cloud cost management.
As organisations transform their business by leveraging the power of the cloud, they need total visibility,
actionable intelligence, critical automation and accountability across their platforms.
Infiniti Group Technology uses CloudCheckr to meet the unique needs of our clients as they scale in the
cloud. Hundreds of clients trust CloudChecker to gain visibility and control over their public cloud
infrastructure.
Find out more > www.infinitigrouptech.com or email info@infinitigrouptech.com

+442089985913
Info@infinitigrouptech.com
www.infinitigrouptech.com

